Inventive Events - Wedding Planning + Coordination

When it comes to wording on your invitation, the options are limitless and
etiquette is always relative to the source that is dispensing it.
Here are some things to consider to help guide you through your options!

When do I mail out stationary?




Save The Dates: 6-9 months
 Aim to solidify your final day-of invite count and the majority of your vendors first! This will help
you avoid sending Save The Dates to those that you won’t be able to invite (for any reason), as
well as help you stay on budget.
Invitations: 10-14 weeks prior
 Steer towards the 12-14 week mark if you know you will have many out-of-town guests,
especially international guests.
 We recommend setting your RSVP date for 6 weeks prior to your event date, so that you give
yourself enough time to get the RSVPs back without being behind on your final headcounts that
will need to be reported to vendors no later than 2-4 weeks prior.
 If you fall behind and cannot send your invites out by 10 weeks prior, we do not recommend you
push back your RSVP date. We find that Clients often benefit better from cutting the Guest
response time shorter, rather than cutting their RSVP time shorter.

Why do some common words have different spellings?
Typically, you’ll see “old-English spelling” when the event is either religious or more formal rather than casual.
Examples include Honor vs. Honour, or Favor vs. Favour

Response Methods:





Website: See if your host site has an RSVP tool, so you can refer Guests to the site itself.
o This can help you collect your responses electronically, making it easier to manage those incoming
responses!
Phone: This is a great way to cut costs. Consider having Guests RSVP to a phone number (typically your
Planner or Parents)
Mail: When budgeting for stationary, remember to consider postage, both for the invites and for the
RSVP cards that will be returned.
o If going the postage route, it is strongly advised to include postage on the RSVP envelopes for the
Guests. This encourages them to send back those responses!
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Whose names do we include on the invitations?
One Set of Parents:
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Vaughn
request the pleasure of your company
at the marriage of their daughter
Katrina Vaughn
to
Clayton Gutherie
Saturday, the twenty-ninth of October
two thousand fourteen
at five o’clock in the evening
The St. Regis
Two East 55th Street
New York, New York
Reception to follow

Couple + Both Parents Inviting
Together with our parents
Bride’s Parental Names
and
Groom’s Parental Names
we,
Lillian Margaret
and
Jonathon James
invite you to share in the joy

Couple only
Bride’s Name
and
Groom’s Name
invite you to share in the joy
when they exchange marriage vows

Parents Only
Kenneth and Barbara Peterson
and
Scott and Carla McKinley
invite you to share in the joy
of the marriage uniting their children
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Helpful Tidbits:


Determine who might anticipate being included in the invitation’s wording, such as anyone
helping financially with the planning process.



Solidify your guest list prior to sending out any Save The Dates. This way you can avoid
embarrassment if you find yourself needing to cut back on the guest list as you go about the
planning process.



Spell out all wording (no abbreviations)



Your invitation typically doesn’t include zip codes, but rather just the venue’s name, city, and
state.



The mother’s name goes first unless the mother is not contributing financially to the wedding. If
this is the case, the father’s name goes first, assuming he is financially contributing.



Divorced parents’ names typically appear on different lines, even if they both remain unmarried



Traditionally only the birth parents’ names appear on the invitation but it is slowly becoming
common to include stepparents.



If you are using a website, have it up and running with as much information as you can provide
then.



Don’t forget to only purchase the quantity of invitations based on the number of households, not
the number of guests, and order a few extra that might get lost in the mail or damaged during
transit (or if you add on a few last minute invitees!).



If you are hand-writing your own addresses, order a few extra envelopes to give yourself room
for error when you get to writing.



Ensure the proper postage amount due (to accommodate for weight and dimensions) before
sending out invitations, especially if you are working with more than just single layered cardstock
invites.



Remember to leave yourself 1-2 extra invitation sets for your Photographer on the day-of!
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